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Content of today's training

2. The appropriate limit and what is likely to constitute a

reassnable estlmate

3. Aggregatlon

Short break

4. Transport for London case-study

5. Section 16 in relation to section 12

1. Introduction to section 12

ilc .
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, section 12(1) allows a public authority to reft¡se to deal with

a request where it estlmates that it would exceed the

approPriate llmlt to do so'

¡SectionL2(2)allowsapublicaurthorityto.refuseto.confirm
ordenywhethertherequestedinformationisheldifthisin
itself would exceed the approprlate limit'

.Section12¡'aisesthreemainis5uestoconside¡':

Introduction

'ì1,

ilc0,



2. W,hat activities can be taken into account '¡n decidinE

w'hethe¡: the appropriate ]imlt ls exceeded?

3.Whatdoestheterm"estimate"meaninpractice?

Introduction

1. What is the aPProPriate limit?

ffi
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The appropriate limit

Regulalion3ofTheFreedomoflnformationandDataProtectlon
1Àipropriate Limit and Fees) Regulatlons 2004 SI 2Q04 No 3244

. Central government, legislative bodies and the armed forces - [600

. For all other public authorities - t'454

. Flat hourly rate of f25 per hour for all authorities

r Central government etc - 24 hours work @ f25 per hour = f600

. Other public authorlties - 1B hours work @ f25 per hour = €450

k*
Need to advise that 2004 Regulations are usually referred to as the

,,Fees Regulations" but be aware of the full title so that can refer

anyrelevantpartiestotheappropriateRegulations.Thefulltitle
should also be used in decision notices at their first mention and

thereaftertheycanbereferredtobytheabbreviatedtitle
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Regulationa(3)oftheFeesRegulationsstatesthatapublic
auihority can only take into account the costs it reasonably

expects to incur ln:

.: determining whether it holds the information;

. locating the information, or a document containing it;

. retrieving the information, or a document containing it; and

o extracting the information from a document containing it.

Relevant activities

LÇ9*

It is likely that any estimate will be largely or completely made up of

the c-osts of staff time in carrying out the permitted activities.

However,theremaybeothercosts.Thekeytodecidingwhether
anycostsnotinrespectofstafftimeshouldbeincludedinthe
esiimate is whether it would be reasonable to include those

charges.Although,theCommissionerhasconsideredthe
reasonableness of the following specific charges:

* computer queries/programmes - The PA may want to include the

cost of buying an off-the-shelf computer programme which could

retrieve the requested information from the public authority's

computersystem'Thecostofthisprogrammecouldbeincluded
in the estimate. Delegates need to be alert though that a public

authority does not tryio include contractors'costs in this way 'by

the back door'. For example, a public authority may say that its' lT

contractors could write a computer query to retrieve the requested

information but as they would charge f 1,000 for a day's work, then

theappropriatelimitisexceeded.Thisisnotcorrectasthe
contractors'time can only be included at the rate of f25 per hour,

irrespectiveoftheamountactuallychargedbythecontractors'
* other costs may also include the costs of retrieving the requested

information from off-site storage. whether these costs can be

taken into account depends on the terms of the contract between

the PA and the storage company and the commissioner may need



to see a copy of the contract to determine whether these costs can be

included. See s12 Guidance for further details'
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Which of the following activities can be taken into account when

calculating an estimate?

(1) The time it takes to decide whether any exemptions apply to the

requested information

(2) Emailing appropriate members of staff to ask if they know where

Èhe requested information is stored

(3) The costs of staff time in photocopying the requested information

ànd then re-filing the documents and files'

( ) The time taken in removìng or redacting any exempt information

irom the information to be disclosed

t

lco.

Question

(1) The time it takes in considering whether any exemptions apply

CANNOT be taken into account'

(2) The time it takes to email relevant members of staff to see if they

know where the requested information is stored cAN be taken into

account as it falls within one of the permitted activities under

regulation 3, namely, locating the information

(3)Any communication costs, for example, staff time spent on
' ' 

pnótocopy¡ng CANNOT be taken into account in calculating an

estimate. ln addition, the time taken by staff to re-file the relevant

documents CANNOT be taken into account in a section 12

estimate.

(a) The time taken, or likely to be taken, in removing any exempt

information in order to ieave the information that is to be disclosed,

often referred to as 'redaction" CANNOT be included as part of

the costs of extracting the requested information' This approach

has been confirmed by the lnformation Tribunal in the case of The

chief constable of south Yorkshire Police v the lnformation

commissioner (EA/2009/0029, 14 December 2009) and also by



the High court on appeal(t20111 EWHC44 (Admin)). lt rnight be usefulto

"*[t.in 
that public authòr,ities may still argue that this tirne should be

included under the 'extraction' heading but the ICO position is clear that

this cannot be included:.
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A reasonable estimate

(1) An estimate

(2) A'reasonable' estimate

(3) Consider on the particular facts of each case

(a) Likely to be reasonable where the estimate is ""'sensible,

reatist¡c and supported by cogent evidence"'

'slco.

This slide refers to the third issu-e raised by section 12 - namely, what does the term' -"eéiimate" 
mean in Practice?

11) First of all, it is important to note that as section 12 refers to an "estimäte'' then a

' '' 'olîli" ;üitià;îüi'i;b:i'¿,iòä'Ëitä'ö}ðù¡¿e ã precise'Calculation or the costs of

äealing with tl're request'

(2)

(3) The estimate must
information is

(4) Ttre

same
more quicklY,

has poor
informat

C

note but it is imPortant to nt out that
should not be used to reP ace the real test
authority has Provided a reasona ble estimate.

the public

to

need to act aS crjtical reviewers when
åslimate ¡.e. woultl it really require.the
the relevant information, woulcl it realty



take t hour to read one email, is it reasonable to say that it takes 5 minutes to skim re¿d
'"''ih; i;ini"o;ö; 

"f "lih'iìié'tõ 
tinri ir'e requeiteã íniòrmation when the front.pase of the

fite is based on u riãn.ìåiolempläiãoiwnicn Q3 represents the requested information

etc...
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A reasonable estimate

Technically, only need to state rêliance on s12 in refusal
notice

Useful to provide a breakdown:

(i) Good practice and customer service,
(ii) to support the estimate and
(iii) likely to be required under section 16 anyway

a

a

rllco.

It's helpfulto provide a breakdown for:

(a) Good practice and customer service & also if a complainant can
see how the estimate has been calculated, then it may help to
avoid a complaint being made to the ICO which would save the PA

costs

(b) Supports the estimate - lf a complaint is made to the
Commissioner, he is likely to require full details of the way in which

an estimate has been calculated in any event so doing this work at

the outset is useful to avoid further work later on and in pafticular

when it would require going back to the date of the refusal notice

and working out the estimate.

(c) Likely to be required under section 16 anyway - again, if it is likely
to be required at some point it would make sense to provide the
estimate at the time of providing the response when everything is

fresh in the mind of the FOI Officer.



How can a public authority reach a reasonable estimate of the

costs of answerlng a request?

Question

i:

s&
Suggested answers will hopefully include:

(a) Canying out some searches for the information and on the basis of this exercise'
' ' rorlxãmple, the public authority could explain that as it has taken 5 hours to

look through 4 files, then it would definitely exceed the costs limit to search

through thã 1S0 files which may contain information which falls within the scope

of the request.

(b) carrying out a sampling exercise e.g. picking a representative sample of files or
' ' 

records, for example, ðne file from each year of a multi-year request or one file

from each relevant dePartment

(c) Providing further detail on the nature and extent of the requested information i'e'

- Explaining why it would need to search lhe records it says it needs to search;

, Explaining whether the records are held electronically or in hard copy and if it is

the latter whether there are any indexes or other means of speeding up the

search e.g. filing systems in date order etc

- Providing details of the number of files to be searched i.e. 1,000 files for 2006'

250 files for 2007 or 5 files per person etc

. providing details of how long it would take to carry out the activities permitted by

the Fees Regulations e,g. 1 ,000 files for 2006 - an average of 10 minutes to

review each file and explaining why it would take an average of 10 minutes per

file e.g. voluminous files which conta¡n between 500- 3,000 pages etc



rr It is likely that a public authority will carry out some

searchesfortherequestedinformationbeforeapplying
section 12

. Good practice to carry out some searches

However, it is important to note that there is no obligation

to search up to the appropriate limit

Searches

a

:a

lcg.

A public authority is not obligated to search for or compile some of the

requested information before providing its estimate and it can just rely

on providing cogent evidence and/or arguments. However, in

pru"tir", it ¡s t¡fãty that a public authority will carry out some searches

bitf.'ur before it realises that section 12 is engaged or in order to

provide some arguments or as a matter of good practice in

strengthening the argument that its estimate is reasonable'

However, it is important to note that a public authority is not obligated

to search up to the appropriate limit. For example, where a PA

spends 6 hours searching for the information but then claims section

1'2 - the requestor 
""nnot 

demand that they continue searching for

another 12 or 18 hours (as appropriate). Although, it may be that the

PA ends up working up to the appropriate limit following the provision

of advice and assiJtance and where the requestor submits a refined

request. For example, the PA says that it can search files for 2007

and 2008 under the costs limit and the requestor makes a refined

request for the files for 2007 and 2008, then the PA will have to

comply with the request.

It also does not have to estimate the costs of complying with a

request before commencing its searches and if a public authority

starts to carry out some seãrches without an initial estimate; it can still

stop searching at any point. Also, even if a public authority does

estimate at the outset that it can complete the searching under the



costs limit, it is not obligated to continue searching if it realises that it

actually cannot comply with the request under the costs limit just because it

initiallysaid that it could complete the searches under the limit'
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Regulatlon 5 of the Fees Regulations allow a public

author:lt¡r to aggreEate the costs of dealing wlth more than

one request where three condltïons, ã,1'€ rî€t

. Condition one: ^'The requests are made by'one persont or
by dlfferent persons'who appear to the public authority to
be acting in concert ar ¡n pursuance of a campalEn"

iç Note: it is only necessary for it "to appear"ta the public

authority that the requests a¡,e made by the same person or

a group

ffi

Aggregation



The second condition set out in regulation 5 of the Fees

states that the "requests relate, to any extent, to the same
or simila r information"

This is a broad test but it should not be assumed that it will
necessarily cover all the requests to be aggregated

In deciding whether the requests meet this limb it may be

useful to consider whether there is an overarching theme
or common thread between the relevant requests but the
test remains whether the requests relate, to any extent, to
the same or similar information'

Aggregation

a

a

a

Ilco.
¡*-È:1.i õ:

It will be useful to raise the recent case of Benson v lC and the Governing Body of

Buckinghamshire New University (28 September 2011,F.N2011/0016) in which the

lT considered a case involving aggregated requests'

ln this case, the Tribunal challenged our view that the wording ("relate, to any

extent, to the same or similar information" ) means that requests can be aggregated

where they have a "an overarching theme or common thread running between them'

in terms of the nature of the information that had been requested." They said at $ 29

that the concept of overarching theme or common thread was not in the legislation'

The Tribunal did not say that they objected to the concept because ii was too wide

(even though they disagreed with us on whether the requests could be aggregated);

iather theiiobjection seems to have been simply that it was not implicit in the

wording of the legislation and there was no other authority for it. The concept of

oueratðhing theme/ common thread could be seen as a way of restricting the

potentially very wide application of the wording in reg 5(2) and hence of making it

slightly more difficult to aggregate requests. Rejecting the concept could

co-nceivanly allow authorities more scope for aggregating requests. However, whilst

this Tribunal did not accept our interpretation, it also did not clarify what its

understanding of 'same or similar' was, and accordingly its finding is of limited use

in interpreting reg 5(2).

The important point to note lherefore is that delegates need to refer to the specific

test as set out in the Fees Regulations and explain that concepts such as

overarching theme are just the means by which it can be discussed.



Aggregation

r Thê thir.d condition in regulation 5 of the Fees slates that the
;lãqüetls.i;hould be recãlved within an,y period of 60 consecutive
wofklng daYs"

I Fees Regulations are silent,on, ho,w to reconcile the ability to
aéôiegãiê requesti withiñ,"any pqrjod of sixty consecutive days"
¡iti tñã 

"Uligätion 
under sectibn 10 to respond to requests within

twenty working daYs.

'. The Commissionerfs APProach:

ot

_U
_U

'forward:'
',b,ack'

p to 20 days
to 60



A Council receives the following requests from a husband ('.H,,) and wife
("w"):

l1) 25 November (W) - "please supply all documents from 201'1 whlch relate

Èo îõio uét', anti-brj llyi n g procedures a nd pol icies"

(2) 4 December (W) -"How much money was spenlon the 2011staff
èatisfact¡on survey?"

(3)5December(H)_'.Howmanydayslraveboroughstaffbeenabsent
thiough stress in zOLt".

Can the publlc authoritv clalm section 12.in,respect 9f-lh9: ?ltIlb:t request

on the båsis that it would exceed the costs limit to cleal wltn all tnree
requests?

would your answer be dlfferent lf the flrst request was received on 15 August?

Question

Are the requests fr.ôr¡.the same person or a group who appear lo the public authority to be

acting ín concert?
ln this case - the requestors are husband and wife; the PA has conljnhed that the couple.live

at ¡re same address äñOäÅ'iãfi" iõ pieuioué'.ôrrespondencg and requesls where the

;à,j;j;ñäüeã¿ied td;iÉ;änã ðo it ¡õ lit<eiy tg appeár to the PA that the couple are

actihg in concert and-therefore that this limb ol the lest ls mel'

(b) Do the requests relate, to any extent, to the same or similar information?

sâme or slm ilar i

concerned

, to the

(c) All three requests'wêre receìved within a few days on each other so they meet the 60
' ' consecutive working daYs test.

lf the fìrst request was received on 15 August, then all three requests could not be
" "'"ró'gäð;'täää;çtrs;ãõù.t was ieceiíeo'outside the 60 workins dav period'



Short break

Ilco.



Example to work through:

Transport for London (FS50385216, L2 September 2011)

See hand-out

l-C*o*

Case study



Section L2 & section 16

. Duty to provide advice and assistance where it would be

reasonable to do so.

. Paragraph 14 of the section 45 Code of Practice,;

A public authority "... should conslder providlng an
indicatio'n of what, if any, ìnformation could be provided
wllhln the cast ceiltng, The authority should'also'consl'der
advising the applicant that by reforming or re-facussinq
their req.uest, information may be able to be supplled for a
Iower, or no, fee,"

'r':

üÇ9o



Section tz & section 16 (cont'd)

. Indicate that no information can be provided within the
appropriate limit

. Indicate what information can be provided within the
appropriate limit

. Provide advice and assistance to refine the request

lCO.

(a) This is based on a plain Ënglish interpretation of the phrase " 
' '.what, if any,

information cauld be provided..."

(b) lt is likety that if a public authority provides a breakdown, it will be indicating what' 
informaiion can be provided wíthin the limit i.e, a PA provides an estimate of
15,050 to locate, retrieve and extract some information. This is broken down

into (i) t5g on one employee checking the electronic records for 2 hours and (ii)

one òhptoyee checking the older information which is held on 400 p-aper file.s @
one file'reviewed in 30 minutes. This shows the complainant that s/he could

receive all of the information held electronically within the appropriate limit and

some of the manual information. However, the public authority should not just

decide to release the electronic information. lnstead, they should provide the

breakdown to the complainant and let him/her decide where the limited
resources should be directed i.e. s/he may only be interested in the older
records which are held in paper files even though s/he may receive less

information than can be provided from an electronic search.

(c) what is reasonable in terms of providing advice and assistance to the' 
complainant so that s/he may refine the request will depend on the
circumstances of the case except that delegates need to be alert to the point

that it is the complainant and not the public authority who should decide where
the limited resources are spent even if it seems obvious to the public authority
that the complainant would receive the most information via i.e. one particular

format or only looking at certain files.

It would be helpful to advise delegates that should they want further detail and

examples òf section 16; then they should refer to the s12 advanced training
workbook.



A Council applies section 12 to a request for all information on the
Council's etiúality and diversity policy from inception to date' It
provides the follòwing by way of advice and assistance:

tion for 2002 to lune 2009 is held amongst our
files. Fíles are stored in date order and we

ct the electronic informatlon from July 20A9 b date
Please let me know which infarmation you would

h o u rs costs li rr,tìt,'

Is this adequate advice and assistance for section 16 purposes?

tcP*

retrieve an
in aba'ut 6
like under

we

Question

The informa
archived HR

locate,in information
d extra
hours.
the 7B

On the face of it, the public authority has provided a breakdown of its

estimate and it has also explained how its records are stored and

what information can be provided under the costs limit whilst leaving

the decision as to what information is actually provided up to the

requestor. lt has also suggested that the requestor may be

particularly interested in the records dated around May 2008 but

again it has left the choice with the requestor as to whether this is the

information s/he wants.

However, the requestor is still left somewhat in the dark as to what

paper information he could receive under the costs limit, for example,

the requestor does not know how many paper files could be obtained

under the costs limit.

Therefore, whilst on the face of it, the above would seem to be

helpful, it actually is a bit vague and requires the complainant to carry

out some calculations.

This A&A is ok but it could be better and still leaves some uncertainty

which means the complainant needs to seek further clarification.



. Section 12 advanced training workbook for practical
questions and exerclses

And llow'....

. Any questions?

4-.6ro

f,

,ICO,
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Name of Course:

FOI - Advanced training on section 12 (costs)

Objective:

By the end of this session delegates should':

i¡ understand what is meant by the appropriate limit and what

constitutes a reasonable estimate;
. Be able to evaluate and challenge the case put forward by a

public authority for applying section 12(1);
i Understand when it is'possible to aggregate the costs of

complying with more than one request;
, Undårstañd how the duty to provide advice and assistance

applies in section 12 cases;

.r Be'able to evaluate whether a public authority has met its

duty to provide advice and assistance in section 12 cases.

The traihing is suitable forl

Existing ICO staff who have limited experience of applying section

L2 on a day to daY basis.

Timing of deliverY:

Ideally, this training should be provided when the delegate begins

to apóty section l2 in practice as part of their core duties.

Pre-course requirements:

It ís assumed that delegates will have completed the portion of the

foundation traíning worxbook which covers section 12, or have an

equivalent level of knowledge'

Post-course requirements:

D e I e g a tes s h o u I d w o rk t h ro u g h th e ¿S;v-¿¡çe cl-"-tla!!i n ü.:wpil(jhgg''lç o n

section 12 to strengthen and consolidate their understanding' This

will need to be donã with a mentor who will be allocated by your

line manager.



Course outline:

The course content is as follows:

- The basics of section 12 to include setting out the appropriate
limit for different public authoritles; which activities can be
taken into account in deciding whether the appropriate limit is
exceeded and what the term "estimate" means in practice.

- Aggregation of multíple requests.
- Section 16 in relation to section 12.

The presentation aims to give delegates a practical understanding of
section 12 through the use of quest¡ons and a case-study.

References

The following cases will be referred to in the presentation:
., The Chíef Constable of South Yorkshire Police v the

Information Commissíoner (EAlzOOg /0029, 14 December
200e)

a The Chief Constable of South Yorkshire Police v the
Information Commíssioner [2011] EWHC44 (Admin)

r lJrmenyi v the Information commissíoner and the London
Borough of SuttCIn (EA/200610093, 13 July 2007)

¡ Randall v the Information Commissioner and Medicines and
Hea lthcare Products Regulatory Agency (Ê.A/2006/0004, 30
october 2007)

¡ Benson v the Information commissioner and the Governing
Body of Buckinghamshire New University (28 September
20LL, EA/2011/0016)

t, Transport for London (FS503852L6, 12 September 2011)
r DEFRA v the Information Commissioner and Simon Burkett

[2011] UKUT 39 (AAC) and Home Office v the InformatÌon
Commissioner l20l1l UKUT 17 (AAC)

. All Party Parliamentary Group on Extraordínary RenditÌon v
the Information commissioner and the Ministry of Defence

120111 UKUT 1s3 (AAC)



Case-StudY

Transport for London (Fs5o3852L6t 
'"2 

September 2o11)

One requestor submitted the following request to Transport for
iondon on 16 December 2010 for the following information:

"stnkes resulted in disruptions to services on LondOn UndergrOund

on four recent dates; September 6th, October 3rd, November 2nd,

and November 28th 2010.

llnder the Freedom of Information Act 2A0A, pbase could you

advise me for each date separately; how many stations were closed

(either for part or the whole of the stríke day)?

And how manY stations were left unstaffed but open (either for part

or the whole of the strike daY)?

Please name and líst the affected stations per Line sequentîalty (i,e.

as a traîn would pass through from one end to the ather) for each

date,"

TfL provided the complainant with a spreadsheet with six tabs
snowing the stations that were closed for all or part of the day on 6

September, 3 October and 2,3,28 and 29 November'

In relation to the second part of the request, TfL explained that it
was unable to provide deLails of which stations were left unstaffed

for either part or the whole of the strike day as it would exceed the

costs limif under section 12 to do so. TfL supported its claim that
section 12 was engaged with the following explanatíon:

,'The information reguested is not held centrally and is only
contained in the manual weekly reports. In order to provide these

detaíls, we would need to check the individual station records for
the da'ys that your request covers. This woutd require us to retrieve
the records for each station and extract the details of when the

station was closed or unstaffed due to the strike act¡on"'(Taken
from paragraph 4 of the decision notice)

The complainant complained to the commissioner about the
application of section 12 to the second request'

Page 1



Q1
wtrat is the appropriate limit for TfL?

What sort of questions
enable you to consider

need to be Put to TfL at this stage to
the reasonableness of the estimate?

In response to the commissioner's questions, TfL explained that the

ínformation about staffing levels at stations is not held

electronically.

TfL clarified that it had already provided the complainant with

details of which stations were open and which stations Were closed'

It went onto say that in order to provide details of which stat¡ons, if

åìV,-*ut" open but unstaffed on the relevant.days, ít would need to

retrieve this informatíon from the station log books and use the log

books to determine for each station whether there were unstaffed

periods for each of the four days covered by the request.

TfL indicated that it had not carried out a sampling exercise in

response to this particular request. Instead, it relied on the timings

p;ã;id¿¡ by London Underground's customer relatíons team who

irave significant experience of retrieving these logbooks and

extracting ¡nformation as part of thef r work in deallng with personal

irj;ry ;iríms fotlowing incidents on the London Underground

network.

Q3
Ë ¡t ,.r"onable for TfL to rely on tlmings provided by the
London Underground's customer relation5 team rather than
conducting i¡gìwn searches Or a sampling exerclse in
relation to this sPecific request?

TfL explaìned that there are over 260 stations which are split into

37 station groups and that it had based its estímate on retrieving

the informalion from the station groups. TfL provided the following

estimate:

= Obtain the log book for one station group = 2 hours

Page 2



Examine the log book, identify the dates in question, check
for times when the station was unstaffed and record that
information for collation into a single response = 2 hours

4 hours x 37 station groups = 148 hours

TfL went onto say that as the request covers four separate strike
days over a three month period, then there may be more than one
log book per station from which to retrieve, locate and extract the
information.

TfL accepted that whilst it may not need to obtain some of the
individual log books, for example if a particular station was closed
for the whole day for any of the four days in question, this would
not sufficfently reduce the time implications because:

"...during the September strike more than a third of services
operated. We contínued to plan for the further stríkes that
were announ.ced whllst continuing medÌation with the unions
involved. During the October strike most stations in central
London remaîned open, All key transport hubs operated
including Liverpool Street, London Bridge, Victoria, Euston,
Stratford, Waterloo, Holborn, Heathrow, Kings Cross, Finsbury
Park, Paddlngton, Earl's Court and Whitechapel. Trains ran on
ten of the eleven lines, and 40 per cent of services operated.
Further planning for the November strikes meant that three
quarters of stations were open at key parts of the day. Up to
40 per cent of trains ran during evening peak and Oyster data
showed that the Tube carrìed half the usual number of
passengers, I can also confirm that services ran on ten of the
eleven lines."

Therefore, as a number of stations may have been open for part of
the day, TfL would still have to review the log book to determine if
it was unstaffed for any of the time that it was open.

Qs
Do you think TfL's estimate is reasonable and if so' why?

Q4
Has TfL based,its estimate solely on the activities as
permltted by regulatíon 4(3) of the Fees Regulations?

Page 3



Q1
As TfL is not a central government department, legislative body or a
part of the armed forcés, then the appropriate limit is f450'

Q2
tiL needs to be asked to provide a detailed estimate of the
time/cost taken to provide the information falling within the scope

of tn¡s request which should include a descríption of the nature of
the work involved and whether these activities fall within the
permitted activities as set out in regulation 4(3) of the Fees

Regulations e.g.

- how long would it take to retrieve the individual station
records;

- how many statíon records are relevant,
- how long would it take to look through one station record and

why woul¿ it take this long i.e. how is the requested
information recorded etc

TfL could also be asked whether it has carried out any sample
searches or whether a sampling exercise has been unde¡:taken ín

order to determine this estimate.

TfL could also be asked whether there are any alternative ways of
retrieving and extracting the requested information'

TfL should also be asked to clarify whether the requested
information is held electronically'

Q3
lir tnis case, it would seem reasonable to rely on the timings
provided by the London Underground customer relatiOns team given

inat tn.y have significant experience of dealing with the retrieval of

the logbooks which are the key part of this request'

It is useful to point out to the delegates, that it will not always be

the case that we will accept a public authority's reliance on another
pafty's estimate of the relevant timings as different factors may be

in plãv which would mean that it would not be appropriate to rely

on information from a third PartY.

The same is true of scenarios where a public authority relies on

estimates in previous decision notices. In such cases, delegates

Answers

i
I

I

1

I

I
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need to be carefuf to ensure that the scope of the request and the
extent of the records and timings involved are the same before
using this as a basis for accepting previous arguments in suppott of
a new application of section 12.

Q4
Regulation 4(3) sets out the four activities which can be taken into
account when producing an estimate as follows:

determining whether it holds the information;
locating the information, or a document containing it;
retrieving the information, or a document containing it;
and

(d) extractíng the information from a document containing it.

TfL has not included any time for the determining whether it holds
the requested information or locatíng it, Instead, the estlmate is
made up of the time it would take to retrieve and extract the
requested information. It does not appear that TfL has taken any
other activities into account and therefore it would appear that the
public authority has correctly based its estimate solely on the
activities permitted under regulation 4(3) of the Fees Regulations,

Qs
TfL has confirmed that it does not hold this information
electronically and therefore it would not be possible to conduct a

quicker search via electronic means.

It would not appear that there is a quicker way in which to retrieve
and extract the requested informatlon and therefore it depends
whether the estimate in relation to searching manual records is
reasonable.

The first point to note is that in the absence of any argument or
evidence to the contrary, the Commissioner is likely to just accept
TfL's claim that there are 37 station groups.

The second point to consider is whether the Commissioner is
satisfied that it would take 2 hours to retrieve the log book for one
station group and a further two hours to extract the relevant
information from that log book. If the Commissioner is satisfied
with these timings, then it is likely that the estimate is reasonable
and that section 1-2 is engaged,

(a)
(b)
(c)

Page 5



Case-Study

Transport for London (FS5O3852L6, t"2 September 2O11)
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Q3
Suppose the requestor cl,aims that TfL has a |egal obligation
under health and safety law to cotlate details of when

How should you respond to the requestor?

guickly
thereforeThenu ffedore but sta requestortsta on as pen

s ndaonmati usho bld eaeu rh nfor ilvtha es at IFr9
hat cn che ink the books.b othermeansble g logY

Additional Questions for Case-Study example - not used in Training

Q3
Firstly, the Commissioner's position is that a public authority does
not have to consider every possible means of obtaining the
requested informatíon in order to produce a reasonable estimate.
l-.lowever, an estimate is unlikely to be reasonable where the public
authority has failed to consider an absolutely obvious and quick
means of locating, retrieving and extracting the information.

The Commissioner bases this approach on the Tribunal's comments
in the case of Alasdair Roberts case (EA/2008/0050, 4 December
2008) where the complainant offered a number of suggestions as to
how the requested information could be extracted from the
dataþase. The Tr¡bunal said at paragraphs 15 and 13:

"...the camplainant sef fhe fest at taa high a level in requiring the
public authoríty to consider a!1, reasonable methods of extracting
data;

"...if ,s onty if an alternative exists that is so obvious to consÌder
that disregarding ìt renders the estimate unreasonable that it might
be open to attack, And in those circumstances it would not matter
whether the publíc authority already knew of the alternative or had
it drawn fo its attention by the requestor ar any other third party,.."

Therefore, it would be appropriate to ask TfL whether or not it does
have a legal obligation to collate the requested information. If so,

then its estimate based on retrieving and extracting the information
from the log books may be unreâsonable on the basis that it has



failed to consider an absolutely obvious and quicker alternative
means of providing the inforrnation, However, if it is not required
to collate this ínformation either under a legal obligation or for other
business purposes, then the issue remains whether the existing
estimate is reasonable.

Q4
It may be useful to ask the following general questions where
information is held electronically:

q How is the electronic information stored i.e. on an Excel
spreadsheet, a case management system, a bespoke records
management system?

i. Is the requested information held in more than one electronic
system?

How can the electronic information be searched or
interrogated?

Is there any limit on the number of search results which can
be returned, for example, is the system limited to finding the
first 100 most relevant records or is the search tool limited to
5,000 records etc?

What search terms or key words did the publíc authority use
when carrying out its searches?

For example, if the Department of Health is asked for all
information on the reforms to the NHS, it is unlikely that a
reasonable estimate will be produced if the authority had just
searched using the term "reforms" as this is likely to return
thousands of results and it would take further time to decide
which results were relevant to the request, However, the
authority is more likely to produce a reasonable estimate
where multiple and more specific search terms have been
used, for example, "health and social care reforms", "health

In this case, the requested informatíon is not held in
electronically but in other cases where the information is
held electronicalty, what sort of general questions should be
asked to ensure that the public authority has utilised a
reasonable strategy in searching its electronic records?



and soc¡al care bill", "comrnissioning", "GP commissioning"
etc.

Can the public authority run a report whlch wÍll extract the
requested ínformation specifically or will it require searching
for various items ín order to collate the requested
information?

Can a public authority purchase a bespoke product which
would allow their systems to be interrogated to locate,
retrieve and extract the requested information?

What records management policies are in place at the public
authority, for example, are emails automatically deleted after
3 months or for exarnple is electronic information only held
for three years from the date of the file closure?

?: Has the requested information always been held electronically
or were the records held manually and then transferred into
electronic files at some point?

Of course, more specific questions wlll need to be based on the
circumstances of the actual case.

Q8
Instead of providing the estimate referred to above, suppose
TfL's FOI Officer says:

"I looked at a fairly símÍlar request a whíle ago and based on
that experience, I would say that it would take about three
weeks (one person working seven hours a day) to retrieve
the log books from the 37 station group and extract the
relevant înformatíon. As this obviously exceeds fåe costs
limit, I am not able to deal with this request",

Would you say this is a reasonable estimate and if so, why?

Q8
If TfL provided this response, it would be difficult to conclude that
the estimate is reasonable because it fails to explain how the
estimate has been calculated and why it is "realistic and sensible",
Also, in this example, TfL has given no "cogent evidence" to explaÍn
how it can rely on a previous'similar' request i.e. in what ways was
it similar to the scope of the current request and the nature of the
information requested.



Wíthout such details, the Commissioner would probably conclude
that the estimate was unreasonable and that section 12 is not
engaged.

This is so even though the estimates are similar in both examples
(i.e. in the actual response it was 148 hours and in the hypothetical
response, it was said that it would take about 3 weeks - 7 working
hours per day x 21 days = I47 hours).

This position was recently confirmed by the Information Tribunal in
the case of Cardiff Council and Christopher Hastings (23 February
20L2, EA/20LL/0215) in which the Council díd not provide a
breakdown of the work required under each of the four activities
permitted under the Fees Regulations and instead relied on a

"...bald assertion that the work required would 'obviausly' take
longer than 78 hours. Mr Parsons [for the Council] based this
assertion in large part upon the time it had taken him and hìs
colleagues to deal with a related enquiry from Mr Hastings that had
been addressed in 2008. The work in relation to this matter
hawever was described in the most general terms ('it took three
weeks') and the Tribunal was not provided with any analysis or
brea kdawn " (paragraph 25).

This led the Tribunal to conclude that the Council had failed to
adduce'cogent evidence'and had failed to demonstrate that they
had undertaken a process of investigation followed by assessment
and calculation (paragraph 27) and accordingly, section 12 was not
engaged.
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1 Introduction

For basic training on section 12, readers should refer to the FOI and

EIR foundation training workbook.

Thls advanced workbook is intended to provide further and more
detailed information on the application of section 12 with the use of
practical examples,

Before working through this workbook, readers are expected to
have carefully read through the guidance on section 12.

2 Aims / objectives for this workbook

When you have worked through this workbook, you should be able
to:

- understand what can and cannot be taken into account in

calculating an estimate of costs for section 12 purposes;

,¡ understand how to consider and challenge the arguments
put forward by a public authority to enable you to make a

decision as to whether or not the estimate ls reasonable;

; Understand in what circumstances lt is appropriate to
aggregate the costs of complying with more than one
request;

' 
= Deal with routine questions regarding the application of

section 12,

It is important to note that this workbook is not intended to cover
all issues which may arise in relatíon to this provision.

Further, this workbook is not intended to be a complete guÍde on

how to investigate section 12 cases.

3 The Basics

3.1 The Legislation

section 12(1) of the FOIA is a provision which allows a public

authority to refuse to comply wÍth a request for information where
the cost of compliance is estimated to exceed the appropriate limit

3



Sectíon L2(2) exempts a publlc authority from confirming or
denying whether it holds the requested ìnformation if this activity
alone would exceed the appropriate limit.

3.2 Key points in applying section 12

Readers should consider the section 12 guidance for full details but
the key points to note are as follows:

- It is up to the public authority to initially decide whether
section 12(1) or section I2(2) is engaged'

,. A public authority only needs to produce a reasonable
estimate rather than a precise calculation of the costs'

- In calculating its estirnate, regulation 4(3) of the Fees

Regulations state that a public authority can only take into
account the costs of:

o determining whether it holds the information;
o locating the requested information;
o retrieving the requested information and
o extracting the information.

- A public authority cannot take into account any other
activities in calculating its estimate, for example, it cannot
include the costs of redacting exempt information; applying
exemptions or cross-referencing or checking the information
to be disclosed for accuracY.

The Fees Regulations state that the cost of carrying out the
above activities can only be included in the estimate at a flat
rate of f 25 per hour irrespective of the actual amount
incurred in or charged for carrying out the activities.

4
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Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency
(FS5O3¿I5BO2, 2 June 201 1)

The complainant requested a copy of the DVLA

vehicles database, In its refusal notice, the DVLA

said that it wor-ilcl exceed the appropriate limit to
deal witlr lhe requcst because:
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4 A néasonable Estlniâtel

4.1 Key poi:ñts in deciding whaüeonstitutes a reaso:nable
estimate

Readers should refer to the section 12 gu'idance which deals with
the issue of what constitutes a reasonable es'tim:ate in detail.

However, the key points to note are as followsi

*.. It is likely that a reasonable estimate is one which is
"sensible, realistic and supported by'cogent evidence"
(Randall v Information Commissioner and Medicines and
Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (,EA/20O6/0004,
30 October 2007)).

A realistic estimate is one based on the time it would take
to obtain the requested information from the relevant
records or files as they existed at the time of the request
or up to the date for statutory compliance with the
request.

A public authority is not obligated to search for or compile
some of the requested informatlon before providing its

7



estimate. But, if a public ôuthority does carry out some
searches, it is not obliged to search u:p to the appropriätê
limit,

,n{: Technicarlrly, a public a:uthot'itit on:ly need:s to confirrm that
scetion 12 js eng,aged without providing a breakdown or
eN:planati,on as to how th,e estimate wa,s calculated..

However, it should provide such a breakdown as a matter
of good practîce,, A b,reakdow,n also goes to support the
reä,sorlìôbleness of the estimate,

A breakdown may i,ncfude details of the public author:ityrs
search strategy; the reasons: it, needs to search the f.iles
or records it has referred to; details of hoW the r.equested
infôr.mation is stored, and a calCulatíon of how long it
wôuld take to obtain th,e requested information.
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The Council claimed sect¡on 12 and, desp"ite;fufther
qLiestioning from the Cornmissioner, relied on the
following information in support of its claim:

the request was very wide-ranging and: ielevant'
documentation was not held ,in one location. ol' in
one particular filing sYstem;

rwl c
20L

Ïhe cornplainan't
the award of a
subsídiaries.
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¡t necessary
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a¡sel¡to several
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30 minutes x 253 cases = L26 hours to find the
relevant information for one rnonth.

The l-lome Office advised that the -lCU did have an
electronic database for casewsrl< monitoring,
statistics etc and although this could be used to
identify all:files having 'fraud' as the offence; there
was no facility for sub-division of the fraud
category, Accordingly, the associated paper files
would then have to be examined to establish what

wlrether
fraud'.propertY

l'¡r

take
to the30 rnap

ot relatedorof

sort of ud was d.
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Qs
How shoutd the ICO deal with the following
hypothetical arguments if they were put
forward by the comPlainant?

(a)
The comptainant says that the Home Office
has "grossly inflated" the figure of monthly
cases received just to avoid dealing with his
request although he is unable to provide any
evidence or documents to support his claim.

(b)
The complainant used to work for the Home
Office and says that he would estimate that
the figure is nearer LOO cases per month.
This is because he knew that five people
worked in that Unit and that they were
atlocated approximately 2O new cases on a
monthly basis.

Q6
The estimate is based on 30 minutes per file
but the complainant argues that it would only
take a few minutes per file to see whether it
related to landed properÇ fraud. The
comptaínant asks the ICO to consider this.

How could you investigate whether 3O

minutes was a reasonable estimate for
carrying out this activitY?

Q7
The complainant argued that as the electronic
search would reveal which of the paper files
related to the general category of fraud' the
Home Office would only need to search a
much reduced number of files to see which of
the general fraud files fell within the scope of
the request.

The Home Office argued that even if the
database was used ín this wãYr the large

11
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Test yourself

L, What is the appropriate limit for the Ministry of Defence?

2. Does a public authority have to consider all reasonable means of

locating, retrieving and extracting the requested information in

order to produce a reasonable estimate?

3, Is it a valid estimate where the public authority has already

searched beyond the appropriate limit before claiming section 12?

4. Can a public authority include in its estimate the time it would

take to remove any exempt information from the information to be

disclosed?

5. A public authority is charged ç-I25 by its external storage

company for retrieving some of the requested information from

deep stórage. Can thís cost be included in the estimate?

5 The Basics of Aggregation

5.1 Conditions for aggregating requests

Regulation 5 of the Fees Regulations sets out the three conditions

required in order to aggregate one or more requests:-

(i) The requests ask for the same or similar information (it
only needs to be the same or similar "to any extent")

(¡i) The requests need to be frorn one person or by different
personswhoappeartothepublicauthoritytobeacting
in concert or in pursuance of a campaign

The requests should all be received within 60

consecutive worklng daYs.
(i¡¡)

4a
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5.2 Multiple requests ¡n one letter are separate requests

It should be noted that, technically, multiple requests within a

single item of correspondence are separate requests lor the purpose

of iectìon 12. As such, it cannot be assumed that all requests in
one letter are necessarily seeking the same or similar inf<:rmation

and instead each request needs to be considered for aggregation
purposes individuallY.
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a canrpaig

frornCan all these
actingsame person

A government department receives multiple
re[uests within a single pîece of correspondÊnce 
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5.3 Reconciling the Fees Règulations,wirth section 1O of the
Act

The Fees Regulations state that all requests which a public authority
wishes to aggr.egate should be received withín a period of 60

consecut¡ve workinÇ da s.

However, the Fees ReEulations do not explain how this 60 day
period is to be reconcited with a public authority's obligation under

sectlon 10 to respond to any request within 20 working days.

The section 12 guldance sets out the Commissioner's posltion on

this issue but in short his approach is that the aggregation period

can run up to 20 days'forward'from the date of any s¡ngle request

or 60 days.back'from the date of the request but the total
aggregation period must not exceed 60 consecut¡ve Work¡ng days.

16
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S.4 No aggregat:i,o_ n of,costs for originai' and refined requests

It is i:mportant to note th:at where a public authority applies section
12 to a request, it is |i,kel,)t to be,,r'equired to provide advice and

assistance to the rêqu,estorto enable him/her to submit a refined
request which can be cor-nplied with und:er the appropriate limit (see

below).
However, it shou:ld be noted that a public authority should not
aggregate the costs of dealing with the original and the refined/new
reqUest, Unfortunately, neither the Act rlor the Fees Regulations
refer to this scenario or specifically pr:ohibit thís type of aggregation
but as it would frustrate the purposes behind sections 12 and 16,

the ICO takes the view that this type of aggregation should not be

permitted.

6 Advice and Assistance

6.1 Section 16 & the sect¡on 45 Code of Practice

17



where a public authority claims section 12, it is not obliged to
comply with the request and instead it is only technically required to
provid'e a refusal notíce stating the fact of its rel¡ance on section 12'

However, this does not mean the end of the public authority's
obligations in respect of this request. Instead, the public authority
n"eãs to consider whether it can provide reasonable advice and

assistance to the requestor to allow him or her to refine the request

so that it can be dealt with under the appropriate limit. This is

required by section 16(1). Section L6(2) also states_that where a
public authority complíes with the section 45 Code of Practice, then

it *itl be taken to have complied with its obligations to provide

advice and assistance Vnder section 16.

6.2 Requestor to choOSe where limited resources are
directed

An important point to note is that publíc authorities and the ICO

should not make assumptions about which elements of a request

are more important to the requestor' Instead, the choice of where

to direct the limited resources should always be made by the

requestor.

6.3 Advice and assistance in relation to aggregated requests

A public authority may claim that it would exceed the appropriate
limit to deal with the costs of multiple requests on the basis that it
would exceed the costs limit to just deal with one of the requests to

be aggregated. This may be sufficient for section 12 purposes but
tf''" [u-Uf iã authority should províde details of the costs of complying

with each request as part of its advice and assistance obligations

under section 16. This is also important as it promotes the point

made at 6.2.

6.4 Further Guidance

The reader is referred to the guidance on section 72 for more detail

on advice and assistance'

, 5'Octob-er

The complajnarrt ôsked'for the num'ber of
emplo.yees who had been absent frsm work due to
str:ess¡ anXietY or: depression between cerbain dates
as we[l ås the nurnber of complaints of bullying, the
Rurnber sf claims of constructive dismissal and the

18



oyment Tribunal

crSa a:lready held.
work would be of the

The compl¿i¡¿nt asked the Council to exarnine
1,000 files, starting at "A'â.ndrstopping'once they
reachèd the l,oooth employee.

The C-ouncil explaíned to the Commissioner that it
had offered the following by way of advice and
assistance:

"...Since the correspondence with fthe
complainantl, a staff sarveY has been completed.
Relevant pages of a PowerPaint summarY of the

19
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The following exercises are aimed at consolidating most of the
issues aroun¡ section 12 into one real-life case-study and secondly,
questions which may be asked of anyone dealing with section 12,
fbr example, staff in Complaints, Internal Compliance or Strategic
Liaison,

Background

In October 20A7 the Chief Executive of the FSA asked the FSA's

director of internal audit to carry out a lessons learned review of the

FSA's supervision of Northern Rock plc during the period I January

2005 to 9 August 2007.

In March 2008 the FSA published the executive summary of the
internal report as a result of the review, along with key sect¡ons of
the report itself, including the Terms of Reference and
'Recommendations and Actions' section'

In April 2008 the FSA published a full vers¡on of the internal audit
report with redactions made to protect commercial and Índividual
confidentialitY.

The four individuals named in requests 2 to t held the following
positions at the FSA during the period covered by the complainant's
requests I

Sir Callum McCarthY - Chairman;
John Tiner - Chief Executive until July 2AA7;
Hector Sants - Chief Executive from July 20A7;
Clive Briault - Managing Director, Retail Markets.

The Requests

The complainant made a refined request on 3 January 2008 for the

following:

1. The number of meetings held during 2A05, 2006 and 20CI7

up to August 7 between FSA officials and the directors or
management or advisors of Northern Rock plc or its
subsidiaries and the dates of those meetings;

Exercise 1

(Financial services Authority (FSA) - I July 2009, FS50198530)

21



2. The number of meetings held during 2005, 2006 and 2007
up to August.l
or manaQemen

betweên sir
t or aduisors

and the dÍrectors
plc or its

C
of

The FSA aggregated all nine requests and claimed that as it would

exceed the appropriate limit to deal with the first request; it was

not obliged to respond to any of the requests.

The FSA provided the following detall in support of its estimate:

subsidiaries and the dates of those meetings;

3. The number of meetings held during 2005, 2006 and 2007
up to August 7 between John Tiner and the directors or
management or advísors of Nofthern Rock plc or its
subsidiaries and the dates of those meetings;

4. The number of meetings held during 2005, 2006 and 2007
up to August 7 between Hector Sants and the directors or
management or advisors of Northern Rock plc or its
subsidiaries and the dates of those meetings;

5. The number of meetings hetd during 20Q5' 2006 and 2407
up to Augü¡ät 7 between einlye,,Br!9ult and the dírectors ar
managê'ffientt or advisars of lVo¡'fåe¡ln Rock pld ar its
subsiã'Ìaries and the dates of those meetings;

6. The number of internal FSA meetings attended by Sir
Catlum McCarthy during 2005, 2006, and 2007 up to August 1

at which Northern Rock plc was discussed and the dates of
those meetíngs;

7. The number of internal FSA meetings attended by John

Tiner during 2005, 2006, and 20A7 up to August 7 at which
Northern Rock plc was discussed and the dates of those
meetings;

8. The number of lnternal FSA meetíngs attended by Hector
Sants during 2005, 2006, and 2A07 up to August 7 at which

Northern Rock plc was discussed and the dates of those
meetings;

9. The number of ínternal FSA meet[ngs attended by Clive

Briault during 2005, 2006, and 2A07 up to August I at which

Northern Rock plc was discussed and the dates of those
meetings,

22



(a) Checking paper files

Material which would be relevant to this request was contained in at
least 78 lever arch paper files. The FSA estimated that ¡t would
take on average 15 rninutes to review each file to locate and extract
the relevant information.

15 minutes x 78 files = 19 hours to review all files

(b) Checking relevant employees' diaries

The FSA explained that the paper files would not give details of any
ad hoc or ¡nformal meetings or telephone conferences where
Nofthern Rock plc or its subsidiaries may have been discussed.

Therefore, ít would need to ascertain which FSA employees, both
current and former, worked on the supervision of Notthern Rock plc

or its subsidiaries during the relevant time period and then conduct
a search Of their diaries in order to ascertain whether any meetings
Were held between them and the directors, management or advisors
of Northern Rock or its subsidiaries.

The FSA indicated that this would take a considerable amount of
time.

(c) Checking the diaries of the individuals named in the request

In addition to the work described above in relation to the first
request, the FSA claimed that ¡t would need to review the diaries of
the four individuals named ln the requests in order to answer
requests 2 to 5. The FSA estimated that there were approximately
650 working days in the time period requested and that it would
take on average 4 minutes per page to review each calendar page.

4 minutes per page x 650 pages = 43 hours
43 hours x 4 diaries = L72 hours

In relation to requests 6 to 9, the FSA said that it would need to
conduct a search of the relevant diaries as described in relation to
requests 2 to 5 in order to determine whether any internal meetings
relating to Northern Rock plc or its subsidiaries were scheduled into
the diaries.
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In addition, it would need to review the 78 files mentioned in

relation to request l to locate and retrieve any meeting minutes for
certain internal meetings (e.g. FSA Board meetings) during the
relevant time period to ascertain whether Northern Rock plc or.is

subsidiaries were discussed and whether any of the four named

individuals attended these meet¡ngs.

Furthermore, the FSA explained that the 78 files may not contain all

the relevant internal meeting minutes or may only contain extracts

of such meeting m¡nutes with no rnention of the meeting attendees

which rneans that the FSA would need to undertake further
searches in order to ascertain whether there were any fufther
meetings attended by these individuals.

(d) Electronic information

The FSA explained that it held a significant amount of inforrnation

electronicaliy which would also have to be searched'

No estimate Provided.

The complainant rejects the public authority's claim that section 12

is engaged. He argues that the information he has requested

should be easily retrievable for the following reasons:

- he had refined the time period covered by his request to mirror
the period falling with the scope of the Internal Audit Division's

investigation;

- the report published in March 2008 refers to a number of meetíngs

held beiween the FSA and representatives of Northern Rock;

- there is considerable overlap between the scope of the work
undertaken by the Internal Audit Division and the Scope of his

requests,

The FSA acknowledged that although there was considerable

overlap between the scope of the work carried out by its Internal
Audit t"utn and the inforrnation requested by the complainant, the

focus of the two was different. The report published following the

work carried out by the Internal Audit team included the following
terms of reference:

:
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'3. Internal Audit will review the supervisory approach for
Northern Rock...In partícular it will review whether the FSA's
prevailing frarnework for assessing risk was appropriately
applied....

'5....The review team will exclude other areas of supervisory
focus unless deemed appropriate by work emergíng from the
review'.

The FSA noted that the way in which the complainant's requests
Were constructed meant that its searches would have to be detailed
and wide ranging to ensure that all the information the FSA held,
regardless of its significance, was located. The FSA acknowledged
that although the report does mention a number of visits to
Northern Rock and meetings that took place this does not equate to
the level of detail the complainant was seeking, i,e, a record of all

meetings involving Northern Rock plc and its subsidiaries.

Advice and Assistance

The FSA said that where section 12 is engaged; it usually offers
advice and assistance to help the requestor to refine the request.
However, it said that it did not propose lo offer any adv¡ce and
assistance in this case because of the "/arge amount of material"
held in relation to these requests and because "it did not appear
possible to refine ít further to bring it within fhe cosfs limít, and also
this reguest is already Ìn part a refínement of your previous FAI
request made in October 2007,"

Set out what issues need to be considered and what
questions need to be asked of the FSA in order to assess
whether or not its estimate is reasonabfe.

Q2.
Consider whether the FSA has rnet its section 15 obligations.

l
I
'i

:
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The following questions are put to an ICO employee at the end of a
presentation on FOI issues:

Question A

"I dealt with a case recently where I spent about a day trying to find
the information în response to the request. I then realised that it
would take more than 18 hours to fully comply with the request and
so I totd the complainant that section 72 was engaged.

She said I had to carry on searching up to the cosfs limit before I
could claim section 72. I told her that I don't have to do thls but
she refuses to tet the matter drop so I just want to check wíth you
that I am right?

And it would also be helpful íf you could refer me to a relevant pÌece
of guidance or even the reference of a relevant decisîon notice or
Tribunal decision which backs me up."

Question B

"I have just taken on the responsibilíty for dealing with FOI requests
for my local Parish Council. I've received a request from someone
in the víllage but the relevant records are still with the previous
Council secretary who last week moved 40 mÌles away.

Firstly, can I take into account the time it will take to drive the 8O

miles there and back to get the information?

And what about the time it takes me to photocopy all the
documents at the local líbrary - can I include this time in the
estimate?"

Question C

"Am I right in thinking that I don't have to actually start looking for
the requested information when I know that it will exceed the cosfs
limitto deal with the requestT It see/ns pointlessto have to do any
work on A request when the purpose behind section 12 is to allow
us to avoid dealing with burdensome requests at all'"
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Question D

"I have received a request for some very specific information from
one pafticular department's archives. Unfortunately, the relevant
admtin assistant has been on long term síck and fìles and documents
for archiving have just been stacked up in piles near her desk'
There is no order or system to the way they have been filed and as
time has gone on, some records have been taken out and then iust
put back anywhere and Ìf a pile of papers falls over, then they are
just shuffted back together. I thínk that given the state of the
records, it would take at. least a few days to find the relevant
information and that section 72 would be engaged.

I informed the requestor of this and he sent me an angry email in
repty sayÌng that we are ¡n breach of the Act for not organising our
records so that the requests can be answered under the costs límit.
He was also íncensed that all our records are not held electronically
in this day and age.

How should I respond to him?'

QuestÏon E

"H¡, I'd be grateful if you clarify somethíng for me - I've received a

request which asks for the total number of staff who have been
absent due to sfress over the past 70 years.

The requestor has acknowledged in her email that this might be a
mammoth task given that this Department employs over 4,000
peopte and so she has asked that I work through the personnel files
alphabetically until I reach the casts limit, She then says that she
will make further requests at 6o plus day intervals to get all the
information.

I dídn't think this was the way that section 12 worked so I'd be
obtiged if you can let me know whether I have to comply with this
or her subsequent requests?"

Question F

"Just a quick question - I've got a request and I won't be able to
say whether or not we hold the requested ínformation without going
through about 6-8 million records and even though it would onlY
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take a,bout thirty seca;nds to check each re¡co'rd,; th'is would
obvîously exceed the costs limit.

I'm ahout to a,:dvlse th.e req.u.estor that sectbn -12 is engaged but I
don't thin:k the're is a'ny wa.¡¡ l'n w'h'teh ta refine fhe reguest to bring it
u'nder the cos,ts .limit'so what s'hould I do'now?

And if I can't offer any advlce a'nd assistan;ae, will it mean that I'm
in breach of section 16?

respond to aboveHows
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Appendix

Suggested Answers to Questions and Exercises
in sectlon 12 Advanced Training Workbook

Question I

The following points should be put to the DVLA:

Only a flat rate is €25 per hour can be included in the
estimate irrespectíve of the actual amount charged by the
contractor.

There is no explanation as to how the estimate of €50,000
has been calculated i,e. it doesn't even reflect their calculation
of €650 - €1,000 per day for three days work of the
contractor.

The estimate at the internal review (€50,000) is different and
significantly higher than the estimate alluded to in the refusal
notice (€1,800).

,i The argument that the request would divert core funds away
from the core business is not relevant to section 12.

The relevant regulation is regulation 4(3) not 4(4) of the Fees
Regulations.

It would be useful to put further questions to DVLA too:

1. The DVLA needs to clarify how it has estimated that it would
exceed the appropriate limit lo comply with the request. For
example, how is the volume of information contaíned in the
database relevant to the estimate of costs? Presurnably, the
main costs would be incurred when creating the facility to
query the database. Once the query was in a position to be
applied, would further work be required?

2. The DVLA should be asked to provide a breakdown of its
ca lculation.

3. The DVLA should provide details of any other relevant factors,
for example: would any specialist software need to be
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purchased in order to comply with this request (the full costs
of which could be taken into account)?

Question 2

The Council has erred in including €525 for the costs of
communicating the information to the complainant as thís is not one
of the activities for which it is permitted to include a charge under
regulation a(3) of the Fees Regulations.

Question 3

The following are just suggestions for the types of questions which
should be asked of GMP:

How did the relevant individual locate the source information?
If some knowledge or particular search strategy was used to
find the boxes, file and briefcase, could that same knowledge
or search strategy be used to locate, retrieve or extract the
requested information from within those boxes, file and
bríefcase?

,.

Has GMP contacted any relevant member of staff who may be
able to assist in quickly finding the relevant information i.e.
any police officers who were involved in the investigation who
are still employed by GMP or any admin staff or archive
assistants who may be able to help?

How much time was taken in locating and retrieving the 26
boxes/one briefcase and one file?

Are the boxes indexed in any way?

Are the boxes chronologically organised?

Are the boxes filed in a way which reflects some sort of order
i.e. date order?

Is there any way of imrnediately ruling out any of the boxes?

Is it possible to narrow the search in any other way?
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Are there any electronic means of searching for the same
information?

How long would it take to look through an average box? How
many records are in an average box?

Question 4

It may well be that the Council's estimate is sensible and realistic
based on its comments that this is a wide-ranging request; that
relevant documents are not all held in one location and that dealing
with the request would require liaison with several officers who

would have to search through a large amount of documentation.

However, the Council has failed to provide cogent evidence as to
why it would take each individual between 1 and 4 hours to search

through any relevant documentation, for example, why it would
take the Head of Housing Property Services three hours to search

through relevant docurnentation - was this based on a sampling
exerc¡-se; was this based on an estimate of the time it would take to
review x number of files relat¡ng to Connaught Plc or was this based

on a guess?

The Council also failed to confirm whether its estimate was confined
to the four permitted activities listed at regulation 4(3).

In the absence of such detail and a breakdown of how its general

estimate was calculated, the Commissioner in this case found that
section 12 was not engaged'

Question 5

Qs(a)
fñ t-ne absence of any evidence that the JCU/Home Office has

deliberately inflated the number of claims it receives per month, ¡t ¡s
likely that we would just accept the information put forward by the
public authority at face value.

Depending on other circumstances/ a case-officer may nonetheless
want to make limited enquiries to verify the figure provided is not
unreasonable, for example, checking the JCU/Home Office website
to see if these figures are available or checking annual repofts or
similar for a rough guide as to the general figure. However, our

'
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position generally is that we would accept the detail from the public
authority in the absence of reasonable grounds for challenging this.

Qs(b)
As the complainant has put forward a reasonable ground for
claiming that the JCU/Home Office's figure is inflated, then it is
likely that this requires further investigation. Accordingly, the
complainant's argument should be put to the public authority and
their response sought.

Question 6

The ICU/Home Office could be asked to carry out a sampling
exercise on a random selection of files to confirm an average time
to review a relevant file.

Alternatively, the Commissioner could ask for a random sample of
fíles to be sent to the Office so that he could calculate his own
estimate.

The Commissíoner could also ask questions about the files, for
example:

Are the documents in the files filed in any particular way so
that the subject matter could be more quickly identified?

Is there a title/details page which would confirm that the file
related to landed property fraud?

Do particular case-workers work on particular subjects such
that the relevant team or individuals could be contacted to
narrow the search?

How many pages are in an average file?

Questr'on 7

The complainant has suggested one reasonable way in which to
obtain the requested information but a public authority is not
obliged to consider all reasonable means of obtaining the requested
information. Instead, the Commissioner is only likely to find that
the estimate is unreasonable where the public authority has failed
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to consider an absolutely obvious means of quickly obtaining the

informatÎon.

In this case, however, the public authority has consldered the
approach suggested by the complaínant and if the Comrnissioner is

satisf¡ed that it would still exceed the appropriate limit to comply

even where the authority could have reduced the number of files by

using the more general electronic search for fraud files, then the
estimate is still reasonable.

Question I

Request 1 - The Council has not directly argued how this request is
related to the other two and why a request about salaries in the
legal depaftment ís related to parking matters. Therefore, in the
ablence of any further arguments being put forward it would seem

that this request is not Seeking the same or similar information as

the other two requests and accordingly it cannot be aggregated'

Requests 2 & 3 - It is much harder to say whether these requests

should be aggregated. It could be said that both requests relate to
parking anO-given the context provided by the Council, namely that
tne comptainãnt is focussed on a campaign to make parking free of
charge, tnen parking is an overarching or common theme and

accordingly the requests can be aggregated.

1. f600

2. No, although the estimate may be unreasonable where the public

authority has failed to consider an absolutely obvious and quicker

means of obtaining the requested information.

4. No.

5. It depends on the terms of the contract. The case-officer may

therefoie need to see a copy of the contract to see whether thís

charge can reasonably be included.

fTest yourse

3. Yes,
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However, it could also be argued that the requests are seeking
different information as request 2 is concerned with a possible
increase to the fee for Blue Badge parking permits whereas request
3 is seeking information about the number of parking tickets. The
complainant has not referred to any connection between the
requests in either the requests themselves or ongoing
correspondence. Instead, the Council has based its assumption that
both requests relate to the same issue because of its historic
dealings with this requestor. It could also be said that the second
request is concerned with future parking issues (any future increase
in the Blue Badge parking permit fee) whereas the third request is
concerned with parkÍng issues dating back to 2010.

It may also be worth considering whether the fact that the first
request was received on 9 March whereas requests 2 and 3 were
both sent on the same day is relevant.

There is no right or wrong answer to this fabricated example and it
has been created to encourage discussion on this polnt.

Questlon 9

The decision notice succinctly sets out the Commissioner's
approach. It states that the Commissíoner is satisfied that it is:

"...reasonable for the Cauncil to be of the opiníon that the
requesters are actíng in concert or in pursuance of a campaign and
that this satÌsfied the regulation whích merely requires the
appearance of acting in concert or in pursuance of a campaign
rather than any strict evidential proof" (para 19).

Question 10

The first point to note is that the public authority is not obliged to
aggregate requests even where it is able to do so, Thus, if a public
authority wants to respond to requests individually then it can do
so. Where it has considered requests in this way, the Commissioner
would follow the approach adopted by the public authority and
aggregation should not be 'promoted'as this may disadvantage the
complainant.

The other issue here is that the public authority's estimate is only
€5 over the appropriate limit. If the Commissioner investigates a

I
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compla¡nt and finds that even one element of the calculation is too
high then it is likely that estimate will be pushed under the costs
limit. At this point the public authority may look for other ways to
find that section 12 is engaged, for example, by aggregating the
costs of dealing with request 1 and/or 3 which may delay the case
or alter the substance of the case altogether.

Question 11

The public authority has 20 days "forward" of the request of 19
October ln which to respond to the request. This means that it
should respond to the request before 17 November. Accordingly,
the requests of'22 November cannot be included in calculatinE the
costs of complying with the request of 19 October.

However, if the public authority had already responded to requests
1-15 and now wanted to apply section 12 to the requests dated 22
November, then it would be able to include the costs of dealing with
the requests of 19 and 29 October, 10 and 22 November as all
these requests were received within the 60 days "back" from the
date of the request of 22 November.

Question 12

The Council has explained that although it could review 1,000 files
under the appropriate limit, this was not a valid option for the
following reasons:

the Council could not identify a statistically valid sample,

even if 1,000 files were selected, these files would not
necessarily reveal whether they related to'bullying'or
'harassment'and the reviewer would have to consider
whether the files were relevant which amounted to creating
new information which was outside the requirements of the
Act,

- the survey results are more meaningful anyway.

As the complainant has not asked for a statistícally valid sample and
indeed has specifically asked the Council to start at "4" and work
through 1,000 files alphabetically, then it would seem that the
complainant is not seeking a 'statistically valid'sample and
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EXERCISE I.

accord¡ngly the Council should comply with this refined request for
the results from all files starting from'A'.

The Council's argument that it would have to create information
seems at odds with saying that the information is held but that it
would take too long to comply with the request. This may require
further clarification from the Council,

The Council's argument that the survey results are more meaningful
is a helpful alternative but not a replacement for providing advice
and assistance linked to the specifics of the request. This is unless
the cornplainant is happy to receive this information in lieu of the
inforrnation she has specifically requested.

Consider the reasonableness of the estimate

Firstly, readers should consider whether all nine requests can be
aggregated.

As all the requests relate to the FSA's regulation of Northern Rock
and more specifically, ôs all 9 requests focus on the number of
meetings various individuals had with Northern Rock; the requests
could be said to seeking the same or similar info¡:mation. Further,
as all the requests were from the same complainant and received on
the same day, the test for aggregation as set out in regulation 5 is
rnet.

Secondly, readers should consider the reasonableness of the
estimate to include, for example, questions such as:

Is it reasonable to take 15 minutes to search through one
lever arch file?

Are the lever arch files organised in any particular way which
would highlight any relevant pages e.g. if meeting minutes
are all in one section; if they are all filed at the beginning or
end of each file or if meeting minutes are printed on different
coloured copy paper etc.

Is it a reasonable search strategy to search the diaries of staff
to find additional detail on any ad hoc or informal meetings or
telephone conferences?

I

a

a
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r Is it reasonable to allow 4 minutes to review one page of an
electronic diary?

Is it reasonable to base the estimate on a review of diary
entries for 650 working days i.e. does this figure to be
reduced to take into account annual leave, bank holidays,
sickness absence, training days etc during the relevant
period?

.: The FSA has only indicated that it would take a considerable
amount of time to check the diaries of employees involved
with Northern Rock. It also failed to provide any estimate at
all for the amount of time it would take to search the
electronic information. The FSA would need to provide further
detail on these activitîes if the costs are to be included in the
estimate.

c How should the Commissioner deal with the points made by
the complainant regardíng the ease with which this
information should be retrieved given the way he has framed
his request?

For completeness, here's what the final decision notice says:

"37. In relation to fulfillìng the first request, the Commissioner
accepts that an estimate of 15 minutes to review the contents of a
lever arch file is a reasonable estimate given that such files contain
several hundred pages of paper.

Although the process of extractÌng the information relevant to
reguest 1 is a relatively simple one - essentially creating a tally of
the number of times FSA officials met with the directors or
management or advisors of Northern Rock plc or its subsidiarÌes and
compiling a list of the dates of any such meetings, in order to create
the tally and the list of dates, all of the information contained wíthin
a file would need to be read carefully.

Thus the Commissioner accepts that an estimate of iS minutes to
review each lever arch file is realistic and when multiplied by the
number of filei, 78, provides an estimate which marginally exceeds
the appropriate cost limit, namely 19 haurs.

JB,

39. The Commissioner understands that .,. the FSA would need to
identify current and former FSA staff involved in the supervisíon of
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Northern Rock and then undertake a search of their diaries Ìn order
to identify any further information relevant to this reguesL

The Commissioner considers this to be a reasonable and logical
approach to this task. The Commìssioner notes that the FSA has not
provided an actual fÌgure for how long these additional searches -
i,e. additional to the search of the 78 files - would take.

However, on the basis of the time the FSA has estimated it would
take to search the diaries of the four individuals for the period in
question, 43 hours per diary, and the fact that the executive
summary of the report notes that there were 65 FSA staff, both
former and current involved in the regulation of Northern Rock, the
Commissioner accepts that the process of searchíng and extracting
fhese diaries for Ìnformation falling within the scope of request 7

would be likely to signiflcantly extend the time taken to fulfil thís
request,"

4)O,r,

41. ......the Commissioner accepts that the most logÍcal way to
locate all af the information falling within the scope of these
requests, which comprises the dates which each indívidual met'the
dírectors or management or advisors of Northern Rock plc or its
subsidiaríes'and the dates of each meeting - is to search the diaries
of the four indivíduals named in the requests, The Commissioner
also notes that there are approximately 650 workíng days in the
period covered by these requests. He also accepts that as there is
not a prescribed format for recording ìnformatlon in calendars the
FSA would therefore need to electronically search the individuals'
diaríes as well as conducting manual searches of meetÌng notes and
minutes in order to ensure that all relevant meetings and their
respective dates were identified.

42. However, in the Commissioner's opinion an estimate of 4
minutes per day for each diary may be seen as a little excessive:
presumably given that the diaries are held electronically they could
be searched relatively quickly and the relevant information
extracted mare quickly than 4 minutes per day, Moreover, the
FSA's estimate daes not take into account the fact that the four
individuals will not have been in the office for the full 650 working
days given that they would have taken periods of annual leave.

43. ... Moreaver, even if the FSA's estimate for searching these
diaries was scaled back to an average of 7 minute per day and the
number of working days each of the individuals was ín the office
was said ta be 570 (allowing for a generous annual leave
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entitlement) the tÌme taken to search all faur diaries would stilt
significantly exceed the cost limit, 7 minute per day x 570 days x 4
diaríes = 2280 minutes or 3B hours.

51, ,.. the Commissioner notes that the complainant's requesfs are
very broad in scope - for example the f¡rst request sought details of
all meetings between the FSA and No¡thern Rock - but at the same
time are also quite specific ln nature - far exampte requests 2 to S
sought details of the meetings attended by partÌcular individuals.

52. The Commissioner is therefore satisfÌed that although the FSA
clearly reviewed and collated significant amounts of information as
part of its internal Audit Division's investigation which fell within the
scope of the complainant's requests, (i,e. the 78 Northern Rock
files) this does not mean that this information was collated in a
format which would allow the requests to be answered using a more
efficient methodology than that described above. Moreover, as the
complainant has sought detaíls of all meetings between the FSA and
No¡thern Rock and in order to fulfil this request tñe FSA would have
to locate all information it holds about Northern Rock. The FSA has
been clear, and the terms of reference of the repoft support this,
that not all information it holds about No¡thern Rock was considered
as part of its investigation, rather simply informatÌon about the
FSA's supervisory approach to Northern Rock.

Has the FSA provided adequate advice and assistance?

In the decision notice, the Commissioner found that the FSA had
already provÌded adequate advice and assÍstance for the following
reaS0ns:

The public authority had already provided some advice and
assÍstance to enable the complainant to rnake the refined
requests of 3 lanuary 2008-

It would not be possible to bring these requests within the
cost limit by only seeking the information covered by some of
the requests because it is likely that it would exceed the cost
limit to deal with any one request.

The Commissioner considers that the complainant was
seeking a holistíc view of the FSA's regulation of Northern
Rock and would not therefore be satisfied by, for example, the
FSA searching the 78 files until the cost limit is reached or
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EXERCISE 2

search the diaries of just one of the named individuals until
the cost limit is reached. The Commissioner found support for
this point based on a letter sent by the complainant in which
he suggested that he would be prepared to refine requests 1

to 5 to meetings between Messrs McCarthy, Tiner, Sants and
Briault with 'directors or senior management of Nofthern Rock
plc'as opposed to meetings with'the dírectors or
management or advisors of Nofthern Rock plc or its
su bsidia ries.'

However, the current positíon now is more likely to be that the FSA
had not provided adequate advice and assistance as ít has, in effect,
removed the choice from the complainant as to what ínformation
may be of Ínterest to him. As such, although the complainant may
have initially stated that he wanted a "holistic" view of the FSA's
involvement, he may be prepared to accept whatever information
can be extracted from searching as many files as possible under the
costs limit and this decision should be made by the complainant
rather than the public authority or even the Commissioner assuming
what the complainant will accept.

Question l\

It is true to say that a public authority does not have to search up
to the costs limit. If the reverse were true, then it would defeat the
whole purpose of section 12. The delegate could refer this
individual to the ICO's guídance on section 12 which confirms this.

However, where section 12 is engaged, then the public authority
needs to turn its mind to its section 16 obligatíons of providing
advice and assistance to the complainant so that s/he may refine
the request so that it can be dealt with under the appropriate limit.
If it is reasonable to províde such advice and assistance in this case,
then any refÍned requesl submitted by the complainant should be
treated as a new request. However, the Commissíoner's approach
is that the time the public authority has already spent on dealing
with the first request cannot be aggregated w¡th the costs of dealing
with the refined request,
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Question B

As the Fees Regulations allow a public authoríty to include the time
it would take to retrieve the requested information, ít will be
possible to lnclude the time it takes to drive the B0 mlles to get the
relevant files from the previous Secretary.

However, the Councíl Sécretary cannot include the time it would
take to photocopy the documents at the local library in the estlmate
as this is really a communication cost which is not one of the
permitted activities under the Fees Regulations when calculatlng an
estimate.

Question C

It is correct that a public authority is not obliged to conduct any
searches for the requested information.

However, if a public authority does not carry out any searches, then
it needs to produce strong arguments and/or evidence as to why it
estimates that it would exceed the appropriate limit from just
reading the request. In other words, the ICO would want to be
reassured that the estimate was based on facts rather than guesses
or ássumptions and that the authority had not, for example,
exaggerated the number of files which may need to be considered
when an actual prelim¡nary search may reveal that that figure is
lower.

QuestÍon D

In terms of section 12, the Commissioner accepts that any estimate
has to be based on the circumstances at the time of the request.
ThÍs means in this case that it would be accepted that it would take
a long time to locate, retrieve and extract the requested information
given the state of the records. However, this is not to say that
there are no conseguences for poor record keeping. For examþle, if
an authority keeps refusing requests on this basis, it may be that
the ICO Enforcement Team are notified. There may also be some
work required to comply with the authoríty's section 46 obligations.

It should also be noted that although more and more records are
held electronically, there is no obligation under FOI on any pubtic
authoríty to convert manual files into electronic files so although the
complainant may be annoyed at the fact the relevant records are
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held manually, the authority is not in breach of the Act by not doing
so

Question E

The Fees Regulations allow for the aggregation of requests which
are received from the same person, on the same or similar subject
matter and received within a period of 60 consecutive worklngs
days. Accordingly, if this complainant waits for more than 60 days
before sending out a further request, then her requests cannot be
aggregated and each request must be complied with and as this
complainant has framed her request specifically so that each single
request does not exceed the limit, then the authority will be
required to comply with these requests unless any exemptions or
exceptÍons apply.

Questlon F

If an authority believes that section 12 is engaged, then it should
issue a refusal notice stating the fact of its relíance on this
provision. As a matter of good practice, the refusal notice should
provide a breakdowh, of how the estirnate has been calculated, so in
this case it would be helpful to explaln to the complainant why the
6-8 million records would all need to be searched and why it would
take 30 seconds to check each record. Providing this explanation to
the requestor may also help a requestor to understand why section
12 has been claimed and thus may avoíd a complaint being made to
the Commissioner.

Then, the authority would need to consider whether it could provide
any advice and assistance bearing in mind that Ít is only obligated
to provide such advice and assistance where it is reasonable in the
círcumstances.

If the public authority explains that there really is no way in which
the request can be refined (for example, the information cannot be
searched electronícally or the information cannot be simply skim-
read to find the relevant detail etc) and therefore that no
information can be provided under the costs limít, then it is likely
that the public authority will have complied with its section 16
obligations.
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